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1.0 Introduction

Please review these changes and add a copy of them to any printed documentation your site may be using for ACHS 3.1. These changes will be integrated into future versions of the software and user manuals and will no longer be considered an addendum at the time of the next release.

Patch 5 of Contract Health System version 3.1 contains the following HIPAA-related change:

- A new 278 menu with a new X12 Transaction 278 Processing option (section 2.0)

Patch 5 also contains a number of non-HIPAA related fixes and modifications. Please refer to the patch 5 notes file for a complete list of changes.
2.0 X12 Transaction 278 Processing Option

Patch 5 of the Patient Registration package addresses issues related to recent HIPAA Title II requirements. To meet these requirements, this patch implements the X12 transaction set 278 for HIPAA transaction set compliance.

To manually send a 278 transaction:

1. Type DOC at the main CHS menu.
2. Type 278O (capital “o”) at the “Select Document Generation Option:” prompt.
3. Type 278O (capital “o”) at the “Select X12 Transaction 278 Processing Option:” prompt.
4. Follow the prompts as they appear on your screen.

```
CONTRACT HEALTH MGMT SYSTEM
SELLS HOSP
X12 Transaction 278 Processing

278O Manually Send a 278 Trans

Select X12 Transaction 278 Processing Option: 278O Manually Send a 278 Trans

Device: 76 Job no.: 21 Unix Device: /dev/pts/12 [UCI,VOL]: PRD,DSD

CONTRACT HEALTH MGMT SYSTEM, 3.1
SELLS HOSP
Manually Send a 278 Trans

Select Document: 1-00001 08-27-01 CANCELED 1

+---------------------------------+-----------------+--------------------+
| TRANS NUM | DATE        | TYPE | AMOUNT     |
|-----------------|-----------------+--------------------|
| 1      | Aug 27, 2001 | I     | 3,000.95 <INITIAL> |
| 2      | Aug 27, 2001 | CF    | 3,000.95 <CANCELATION> |

Select a transaction: (1-2): 1
Proceed with the send of the Outbound 278? Y// Y

ES
```
3.0  Contact Information

If you have any questions or comments regarding this distribution, please contact the ITSC Help Desk by:

Phone:  (505) 248-4371 or
        (888) 830-7280
Fax:    (505) 248-4199
Web:    http://www.rpms.ihs.gov/TechSupp.asp
Email:  RPMSHelp@mail.ihs.gov